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5' ! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ENCLOSURE

k ,/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055HOO1

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

MEDIUM VOLTAGE CABLE BEND RADIUS CORRECTIVE ACTION REVISIONS

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT. UNITS 1. 2. AND 3

DOCKET NOS. 50-259. 50-260. AND 50-296

1. INTRODUCTION

By letter dated March 17, 1993, the Tennessee Valley Authority (the licensee)
submitted changes to certain corrective actions associated with cable
installation problems at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFN) Units 1, 2,
and 3. These revisions dealt with the bend radius for medium-voltage cablas,

the licensee's original program for resolution of cable installation issues
was provided in letters dated July 10, 1990, September 19, 1990, and
October 4, 1990. These letters submitted a series of reports regarding the
progress, methods, results (i.e., tests and walkdown inspections), and final
completion of the program to resolve cable installation issues at BFN. In
these reports, the licensee discussed the resolution of all of the restart
concerns regarding bend radius of medium-voltage cables.

The licensee committed to replace all medium-voltage cables classified as
Group 1 (ratio of cable bend radius to cable diameter less than 6) because of
the severity of the bend radius conditions and the age of the cables. Also,
the licensee committed to test and document the trends for Group 2 cables
(ratio of cable bend radius to cable diameter between 6 and 8) for at least
the next three refueling outages after BFN Unit 2 restart. The licensee
replaced all but five medium-voltage cables classified as Group 1 that were
slated for replacement during the next scheduled BFN Unit 2 refueling outage.
The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's proposed action plan to resolve the*

medium-voltage bend radius issue for BFN Unit 2 and concluded that the
licensee had adequately resolved the outstanding issues on cable installation
practices. This conclusion was documented in Section 3.11.5 of NUREG-1232,
Volume 3, Supplement 2, " Safety Evaluation Report on Tennessee Valley
Authority: Browns Ferry Nuclear Performance Plan."

However, the licensee subsequently determined that some of the corrective
actions should be modified. These changes were documented in the licensee's
March 17, 1993 letter. The changes included leaving certain cables that had
been scheduled for replacement in service, and revisions to the testing
program for other cables. The NRC staff requested additional information from
the licensee by letter dated August 23, 1993. This information request was
discussed in a telephone conference with the licensee on September 28, 1993.
The licensee provided the additional information in a letter dated January 10,
1994. The staff's review of the licensee's proposed changes is documented
below.
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2. EVALUATION

2.1 Revised Disoosition of Grouo 1 Cabics
,

The licensee stated that during the construction walkdown inspections in
support of the replacement plans for Group 1 cables ES2550-II, ES75-I, ES88-I,
and ESil3-I, the observed bends were significantly less severe than the values
that had been recorded during the original walkdown program. In response to
the NRC staff's request for additional information (RAI), the licensee stated
that 57 bends were associated with those 4 cables. All 57 bends were
inspected during the original walkdown inspections. Ten bends were selected
for a walkdown re-inspection either during the construction phase or during
random sampling walkdown inspections. Additionally, 10 bends were inspected
as a result of the staff's concern. The licensee stated that the remaining
37 bends were inaccessible because of operational concerns (e.g., bends in the
area of critical equipment for BFN Unit 2 operation, or radiation dose rates)
or were enclosed by Appendix R fire wrap. The remeasured bend radius in all
cases was more than or equal to the original bend radius. As a result, these
cables had been recategorized as appropriate and left in service.

Because of the reclassification of these four cables, the licensee verified
the validity of the original walkdown inspections by conducting additional
inspections using a sampling plan to establish a 95 percent confidence that
95 percent of the original walkdown data would remain valid when the bend
radii were remeasured. To be considered valid, the original walkdown
measurement would have to be smaller than or equal to the bend radius when
measured using the sampling plan. The licensee stated that 54 randomly chosen

' bends were remeasured and reevaluated and found to be valid. Hence, it
concluded the validity of the original walkdown data with 95/95 acceptance
criteria.

The fifth Group 1 cable, PP453-II, which was slated for replacement during the4

Unit 2 Cycle 6 outage, had been reclassified as non-safety related and hence
was no longer under the bend radius program. Cable PP453-II is an intertie
cable used to parallel diesel generators D and 3D or to power shutdown board D
during a Unit 2 Appendix R event. The licensee stated that it does not take

.

credit for this cable for shutdown of the units for any design-basis accident.
' Therefore, the licensee classified this cable as non-safety related and not

under the bend radius program.'

The licensee further stated tSat another cable had been added to the bend4

radius review list for Unit 2 because of a design change that reclassified a
non-safety related cable to Class lE status. The design change required that
alternate board feeders to Class lE applications meet Class lE requirements.
Cable PP434-lE was replaced (for reasons other than the bend radius issue),

' during the Unit 2 Cycle 6 outage.
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Raff Evaludign

The staff agrees with the licensee that cables ES2550-II, ES75-I, ES88-I, and
ESil3-1 do not belong to Group 1 (ratio of cable bend radius to cable diameter
less than 6), because the remeasured ratio of cable bend radius to cable
diameter is greater than 6. It accepts the licensee's statement that
incorrect data were obtained or errors in transcribing data occurred during
the original walkdown inspection. The licensee further clarified that the
methods used to remeasure cable / conduit bends during subsequent walkdown
inspections were the same as those used during the original walkdown
inspections. Hence, the above cables need not be replaced as determined
initially. The licensee verified the validity of the original walkdown
inspections by conducting additional inspections using the sampling plan.

For cable PP453-II, the staff is seeking additional information regarding the
use of this cable for Appendix R purposes. Furthermore, the population of
safety-related cables does not necessarily address cables which may be used to
fulfill regulatory requirements outside the scope of design-basis events.
Therefore, the licensee will also be requested to provide information to
determine whether cable installation deficiencies can adversely affect BFN's
ability to fulfill these regulatory requirements. While this question arises
in the context of medium voltage cable bend radius, the licensee should
address all installation deficiencies which have been found at BFN.

2.2 Revision to the Grouo 2 Cables Tu tina Plan |
1

The licensee stated that it had implemented a load cycle and corona test |
Iprogram to replace the original high potential (hi-pot) testing program for

the Group 2 cables. The objective of the test was to address cable bend
;

concerns by assessing the thermal and mechanical performance of the insulation '

and insulation shield interface due to tight bends. The testing was performed
on medium-voltage cable samples of the same vintage and type as those
initially installed at BFN.

The licensee further stated that the load cycle and corona test program
demonstrated the capability to maintain interfacial integrity of the shielding
system. The test challenged the cable construction interfaces by exposing the
cabic to a series of load cycles where the different polymers and layers i
underwent heat cycling, resulting in expansion and contraction of the
materials used in the cable construction. The licensee used the standard
Association of Edison Illuminating Companies (AEIC) load cycle and corona test
on bent rather than unbent cable.

In response to the RAI, the licensee stated that since the cable used in the
testing was similar to the cable used at BFN, the test results were
applicable. The cable samples used for the testing were taken from a reel of
cable of the same type and vintage as that installed during construction of
BFN. This cable type was manufactured by Triangle Wire and Cable Company,
Incorporated. The samples of 5-kV insulated cables met all requirements of
the corona and load cycle test. The samples were bent to a radius
corresponding to six times the overall cable diameter, and a 14-day load cycle
test consisting of daily load cycles to a conductor temperature of 130*C was
performed. The conductor was at the required temperature for at least 6 hours
each day by current induced in the conductor. A continuous ac voltage equal
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to three times rated voltage (8.66 kV) to ground was applied during the 14-day
test. Dissection of the samples after testing showed that the bent cable
sections were undisturbed as a result of the testing and were similar to
sections of cable that were straight during the test. The licensee further
stated that this testing did not place the cable in an advanced aged condition
(e.g., 20 years) similar to that of the cables installed at BFN.' However,
there were no postulated age phenomena that caused a disruption of the cable
materials interface. The licensee stated that a condition that might degrade
the interface was thermal expansion and contraction where the polymers were
not compatible. A polymer with a high rate of expansion used for insulation
and one with a low rate of thermal expansion used for shielding material,
under cycling, could possibly cause a disruption at the interface. The load
cycle and corona test used for evaluating the integrity of the cable bend
interface showed that the expansion and contraction rates of the material were
compatible.

On the basis of the test results, the licensee determined that bending a cable
to six times the overall cable diameter will not cause the cable to display
different characteristics (corona discharge) than that bent within Insulated
Cable Engineers Association (ICEA) limitations. On the basis of satisfactory
results, the licensee concluded that the testing confirmed that the cables
that had previously been committed to be hi-pot tested and trended each
refueling outage because of bend radius issues should only be subject to
routine scheduled maintenance tests. The licensee stated in response to the
RAI that routine cable maintenance and testing included de high potential
" withstand" tests performed periodically (usually during outages) to assess
the condition of 4-kV motor windings. The tests are applied to the feeder
cables and motor windings simultaneously and are useful in assessing age-
related degradation associated with cable installation practices. The
licensee confirmed that all Group 2 cables are for motor circuits and hence,
de high potential " withstand" test will be performed as mentioned above. The
licensee stated that the load cycle and corona test program is superior to the
hi-pot test program for three reasons:

1. Cables are tested under accelerated voltage and temperature (aged)
conditions rather than under normal conditions.

2. The integrity of the shielding system is physically inspected rather
than making a determination by inference from voltage breakdown
data.

3. No possibility of damaging the plant equipment or cables exists as
it does during hi-pot testing.

In response to the RAI, the licensee stated that the cable vendors used the
load cycle and corona test prescribed in Specifications AEIC CSS-87 and CS6-87
to qualify new cables in straight runs. These specifications are recognized
as some of the most stringent in the United States. Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 383, which governs environmental
qualification of cables at nuclear generating stations, acknowledges that
cables that meet AEIC specifications are qualified for normal service
operation.
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Staff Evaluation4

The staff agrees with the licensee that the cables that had previously been
committed to be hi-pot tested and trended each refueling outage because of
bend raJius issues should only be subject to routine scheduled maintenance
tests.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION-

The staff has reviewed the licensee's submittal dated March 17, 1993, '

regarding the cable bend program changes and responses to the RAI dated
January 10, 1994. The staff agrees with the licensue'' conclusion that four3

: of the five Group I cables that were slated for replacement during the Unit 2
Cycle 6 outage (cables ES2550-II, ES75-1, ES88-I, and ES113-1) would no longer-

need to be replaced. The staff also agrees with the licensee plans to-

discontinue the high potential testing and trending of Group 2 cables, except,

for normal maintenance and modification activities.;

The staff requires additional information to determine whether cable PP453-II
should be replaced in light of its function in the BFN Appendix R program.
The staff also requires additional ir. formation to determine whether cable
installation deficiencies have an adverse effect on the facility's ability to
fulfill other regulatory requirements outside the scope of design basis
events.

Principal Contributor: A. N. Pal

Date: July 1, 1994
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